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Synopsis: Absorbing spectrum of squid rod cell is investigated by comparing the absorbing spectrum of hu-
man rod cell. The present paper contributes to the consideration about the nature of squid eye in the point of ab-
sorbing spectrum. Fishermen catch squids using light bulbs, because squids can see light. The shape of absorbing
spectrum is very similar concerning with rod cell between squid eye and human eye. The peak values are a little
bit diŠerent in the observed position of squid and human eyes. The reason to take rod cell is that squid has only
rod cell, on other hand human has rod cell and cone cells. Rod cell exists on both squid and human eyes. In the
last section circumstance of human is considered. The circumstance of human is important factor to consider the
absorbing spectrum of rod cell. Body temperature of human is steady in every time. Thus, absorbing spectrum of
human rod cell may be steady in all time. Further investigations are required as the statement of the last section.
1. Introduction
Similarity and diŠerence between squid eye and human eye are considered in this paper. Mal-
colm Campbell has stated that squid and human eyes are the same structures [1]. Squid cannot see
colours and has great seeing in the dark situations [2]. The human eye also has three kinds of cone
cells those are considered from diŠerent points in this paper. The facts about human eye can be
seen using computer [12,13]. The absorbing spectrums of rod cells for squid eye and human eye are
modiˆed using the data appeared in the homepages [14,15]. The modiˆed ˆgures by the author
Yoshinori Nagai are shown below.
It is better to use the data obtained from the same type photo-receptor cell (rod cell). It is
known that the human also has cone cells in the eye. Thus, human can recognize the colour in the
viewing sight. The rod cells of squid eye and human eye are better to compare [14,15]. Our interest-
ing points about eyes are concerning with squid [311]. Comparing squid eye with human eye is
better matter for the author.
Everybody can understand that human eye recognizes colours, but it is di‹cult how each per-
son see the circumstance as a view. Our understanding follows scientiˆc facts obtained by experi-
ments and simulations. Squids can see light of black and white whereas human sees colour viewing.
The fact is understood by spectrum pattern of receptor cells. The looked shapes of rod cell depend
on species of creature. The present paper is mainly thinking about spectrums for squid eye and hu-
man eye. This point gives better understanding about the knowledge for photo-receptor of squid.
In section 2 the similarity natures of rod cells for squid eye and human eye are considered, and
diŠerent points to compare the eyes for those two species are stated in section 3. The summary
about spectrums of squid and human eyes are stated as the conclusion in section 4, and needed fur-
ther works for squid and human eyes are discussed at the same section.
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Fig. 1 Two kinds of Spectrum for Squid Eye and Human Eye
Above modiˆed two ˆgures of spectrums are using original ˆgure by M. Michinomae et al [14] for squid, and
original ˆgure by A. M. Labin et al [15].
Fig. 2 Optical Root from Eye to Brain
Accepted optical information by eye is processed and judged in the brain using the root of from eye to brain.
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2. Similarity
The rod cell has the same shape in squid eye and human eye [11,12,13,14,15]. The shapes of
absorbing spectrum near central area are similar for squid and human eyes as shown in Fig. 1. The
root from eye to brain is also similar between squid eye-brain system and human eye-brain system.
Fig. 2 shows the schematic ˆgure and Fig. 3 draws the picture of Fig. 2. In Fig. 3, the lens of eye is
depicted as a point. Actual lines are organized by nerve cells and have axons gather with nerve cell.
The receptor for light is rod cell so that the absorbing spectrum of rod cell governs what kind
of view has every individual. The human eye has rod cell and three kinds of cone cells, but squid
eye has rod cell only. Therefore, the comparing between the features of rod cell of squid eye and
human eye are possible. The feature of eye is understood as away by the use of spectrum of rod
cell. The similarity between squid eye and human eye is known using spectrum features.
The got information by eye is processed at the brain to know what circumstances the individ-
ual have. The process root is the same as squid and human. The photon receptors are existed on the
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Fig. 3 Schematic picture given by the scheme of root shown in Fig. 2
Lens in the eye is depicted as a scheme. Brian is schematic as seen as a ellipse.
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eye as the array of rod cells. A rod cell for photon reception gets the intensity of monochrome
(black and white). We showed that the schematic ˆgure of rod cell is shown at the reference 11
where the typical shape the rod cell has. The human rod cell gives the information for the intensity
of accepted light. The intensity of light does not need to the colour viewing of light. The obtained
wavelength area of incoming light is almost same both eyes of squid and human [14,15]. In those
absorbing area of wavelength, the intensities of light are similar to each other, so that rod cells of
squid and human eyes are very similar features.
3. DiŠerence
Human can see coloured view, whereas squid has only monochromatic receptor. The receptor
for monochromatic light is named ``rod cell''. The knowledge of squid viewing is non-colour. The
anatomical shape is a little bit diŠerent on the squid and human rod cells, but almost the same to
each other. Easy understand is obtained from spectrums of rod cell. Thus, the diŠerences for ab-
sorbing spectrums should be considered.
As known from Fig. 1, the diŠerence is existed on the peak value of spectrum of rod cell. The
peak of absorption spectrum by human rod cell is near wavelength 510 nm while the peaks of squid
absorbing spectrums are wavelength near 470 nm for 1, wavelength near 485 nm for 2, and
wavelength near 500 nm for 3 [14,15]. The peak values and distribution features are diŠerent to
each other in obtained data of squid eye by Maenomichi [14], while distribution range is the same
wavelength region [14]. The peak value of human eye is almost 1.0 in human eye [15] whereas the
squid eye gives peak value 1.05 for case 1, peak value 0.85 for case 2, and peak value 0.75 for case 3
[14]. As seen from Fig. 1, the peak value (absorbance 1.0) is obtained at the wave length value
almost 500 nm in human eye [15].
Better comparing of absorbing spectrums for squid eye and human eye is using human eye
spectrum and spectrum of case 2 data from squid eye data. In the squid rod cell, absorbance value
at wavelength 400 nm is closed to 0.1, while absorbance value at the same wavelength of human rod
cell is near 0.32. At the wavelength 600 nm the absorbance value of squid rod cell is near 0.1
whereas the absorbance value is near 0.05. This diŠerence is not so important, but data show the
diŠerence. The maximum value of absorbing spectrum for case 2 (centre of OS layer) is 480 nm of
wavelength area. The human absorbing spectrum gives maximum value at the wavelength 500 nm.
The diŠerence between squid absorbing spectrum for case 2 and human absorbing spectrum is ab-
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sorbance value 0.2. This diŠerence may say recognizable value. It is di‹cult to get the same condi-
tion for squid eye absorbance distribution of rod cell and the absorbance distribution of human
eye. To know diŠerence between squid eye and human eye, the data shown in Fig. 1 is used. Here
the feature diŠerence of squid and human eyes depends on absorbing spectrums.
4. Conclusion and Discussion
We are human so that we have human eye. We therefore know that human can see colour
viewing. We do not know what kind eyes of other animal species have. It is also to know that the
ˆshermen use many light bulbs to catch squids. It is known that the squid can understand light exist
there, and get together near same place. Following the work investigated by Michinomae et al [14],
squid only has monochromatic receptor for light. The fact that receptor of squid is rod cell that we
studied [11]. To understand squid and human eyes, the knowledge about rod cell should be the way
to understand. Thus, the consideration about similarity and diŠerence of rod cell is concentrated.
As the results, the spectrums of receptors (rod cells) are important to understand the natures of
receptors.
The incoming light to the eye can be controlled both human and squid. The absorbing spec-
trums are used to consider the feature of rod cell for squid eye and human eye concerned with the
present study. The ˆgures about absorbing spectrums are shown at the Fig. 1 of introduction. In
this paper, the facts obtained from Fig. 1 are main consideration. Points to state about absorbing
spectrums of squid and human eyes are using similar and diŠerent things to think about. The facts
are understood to read similarity and diŠerent sections. The light receptor (rod cells) in human eye
and squid eye is the ˆrst step of input light processing. The understanding of light is caused by the
brain function. The brain has many functions depend on the process of input data.
The present paper is thinking about the spectrums of input light. The limitation exists on the
treatment of absorbing spectrum by rod cell. This treatment brings the restricted understand of hu-
man and squid eyes. More observed materials should be measured by experiments, and then com-
puter simulations should be carried out to understand the functions of the system of eye and brain.
These matters to know the system of eye and brain go to the stage for more advance point to under-
stand the system. Many eŠorts should be devoted to the eye functions.
The spectrum of light bulb is found at the homepage (www.slideshare.net/H_tsujikawa). Ac-
tual data for illumination spectrums is shown in below as Fig. 4 [16].
As already stated, ˆshermen use light bulb for catching squids. The feature of light bulb should be
known. As seen the Fig. 4, the light bulb has single peak and its shape is monotony. It is also im-
portant to get light bulb by cheap price. Fishermen can use many light bulbs to catch squids.
To consider sun light, the distribution shape of emission energies is needed depending on tem-
peratures. The temperature at the surface of sun is about 6000 K. The sun emits the light as a globe
like black body. The earth is also a globe that has continents, islands and seas. Light intensity is
diŠerent for every nation. Japan is the living country so that light intensity of the ground in day
time is taken. The value of temperature is 300 K for the year average around Tokyo metropolitan
region. Because the average temperature is understood that the range of temperature is from 280 K
to 303 K obtained by Fig. 6. Thus, the temperature 300 K is taken.
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Fig. 4 Energy Distribution of a few Lights [from www.slideshare.net/H-tsujikawa/led-12913342]
Light bulb has a single peak, ‰uorescent light has triplet peaks, and LED light has two peaks
Fig. 5 Radiation Energy by Black Body [from fig 52 of skomo.0.007/f17/hp17_5htm]
Radiation energy from black body is drawn against wavelength for diŠerent temperatures.
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To think the light absorbance of Kanto area, intensity of day light must be considered. The
following ˆgure shows the intensity of light emission by the black body. The surface of sun is not
black body, but emission data is di‹cult to obtain. If the surface of sun is taken, the surface tem-
perature of sun is about 6000 K. This value is the twice of max temperature curve of Fig. 5 [17].
Fig. 5 shows the relationship between radiation energy and wavelength by changing of temperature
of black body. The light intensity obtained at the grand of the earth is much smaller than radiation.
The emission by sun is black body radiation.
Using the data of Japan Meteorological Agency, two ˆgures (the average temperature and the
percentage of sunshine) are drawn [18]. The ˆgures are shown at Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. These two
ˆgures become the references to think about the sun light. However, shown ˆgures (Fig. 6 and Fig.
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Fig. 6 Average Temperature
Horizontal axis denotes month
Fig. 7 Sunshine Percentage
Horizontal axis is same as Fig. 5
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7) are a little bit di‹cult to know the coming light at the Kanto area. The average temperature (Fig.
6) shows how human feels hot or cold in the living space. Sunshine percentage (Fig. 7) is how much
light obtains in every day by sun. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the circumstance of human life, but noth-
ing for the sea that is squid living area. Fishermen catch the squids to sell squids. Fishermen use the
behaviour of squid that the squid can see the light.
The nature for eye of squid and human is considered from the absorbing spectrums of light.
The receptor exists in the rod cell that both human and squid have. Much more things will study
about spectrums of human and squid rod cell. The spectrums are one of matters to know the squid
eye. In the present paper, the absorbing spectrum of squid is considered by comparing the absorb-
ing spectrum of human rod cell. Other comparing points will come by the further studies.
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